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The boys decided to have lunch together at Rainbow Bakery because Mrs. Lompstrompf has also

started another menu of delicatessen, consisting of egg croquettes, Teriyaki (Japanese-styled fried

chicken), and sandwiches.

Here each of the boys has chosen what they think would be best for them at the moment: Cinnamon

Donut with milk tea for Gamba, chocolate donut and hot chocolate for Fred, and Teriyaki with French

fries, and milk for Fred.

At the bakery, there is also Sally having homemade

luch prepared by Mathilda. It is comprised of white

rice with a Japanese plum on top, egg rolls, pickles,

and hot green tea. Sally has also bought a piece of

egg croquette and mini muffin for desserts.

Sally thinks that this bakery is cozy and clean with

lots of delicious food freshly made by trustful Mrs.

Lompstrompf with healthy ingredients and her

superb recipies passed down onto her from

generation to generation .

The lunch is delicious, especially after her morning

working at the Candy Floss and Popcorn carts. She

is also thankful to Mathilda for the enjoyable lunch

and above all, her caring and consideration.
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The potato croquettes at Rainbow bakery are

the latest thriving arrival that has quickly

gained the number one popularity from

customers.

Once tasted, you will come back for more

because of its nice crunchness, the mixed

texture of softness of boiled egg inside and

of ruggedness of the fried potato wrapped in

crispy batter. One egg croquette will satisfy

your hunger and enliven your dejected or

weary your spirt at $1.50 per piece and $5.00

for 6 pieces.

Anika, who also contributes her cooking talent

to the making of this sensational croquette,

has brought the house the samples theeof to

share with all at home.

The reponses are, not surpsingly, applauding.

Mary and Mathilda took it to their liking almost

instantly as they had a bite of the croquette.

Also, the teryaki was endeared to all by its

savory and light taste with sweet aroma which

is reminiscent of honest-to-goodness country

food that all of them love so much.

So the newest additions of both Teriyaki and

Egg Croquett to the business are deemed

favorable to customers and profitable to the

owners. Both will be content therewith with

beneficial consequences to all.


